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On happiness
and flow
What is happiness? Is it lying on a sunny beach
doing nothing, just letting the hours pass by? In
some instances it is, but for most creative, curious and ambitious people the situation tends to
get dull after just a couple of days (for some people after just half an hour!).
To me, a good day at work can really put me
in a “state of mind characterized by contentment, satisfaction and joy” – i.e. happiness. But
to reach that state, there are some important
conditions that have to be fulfilled:
• I need to be in control of the situation, and
feel that the number of tasks ahead is not
overwhelming. Yet, I still have to feel challenged by my assignment.
• I need to feel progress, that my effort will
take me somewhere.
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will quickly lead to burnout (if we are not wise
enough to abandon ship and find another job).
The word for the positive situation is flow,
and it is the main theme for this issue of Lean
Magazine. How to get flow in your product
development, your projects, and your personal
work. The tools and methods to achieve it vary
somewhat, but they all aim at the same goal.
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Flow is great, flow is bliss. Let the work flow!

17

Gustav Bergman
Editor in chief
Lean Magazine

Kanban
– the art of maintaining flow
An introduction to the Kanban
concept.

Making the product
backlog lean

Is your backlog overweight? Put
it on a diet and make it lean and
concise!

Getting flow into your
product development

Don Reinertsen shares some
of his thoughts on product
development.

An Agile Contract model
based on Trouble Tickets

Exploring the power of the agile
contract model.

The opposite of this situation – where we feel
overpowered by countless confusing tasks and
all our labor doesn’t seem to get us anywhere –
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”Flow is the mental state
of operation in which a
person in an activity is fully
immersed in a feeling of
energized focus, full involvement, and success in
the process of the activity.”
Wikipedia
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Kanban
– the art of maintaining flow
Does the development department in your organization have a tendency to
keep too many balls in the air at the same time? Do you as an organization
find it difficult to focus on one thing at a time and complete your assignments
on a continuous basis? Kanban may be the answer – it’s a minimalist process
tool that aims to limit the amount of work in progress. With the help of clear
visual signals, such as brightly colored Post-it notes on a whiteboard, the team
keeps track of how many tasks are being processed at a given time. Kanban
can usefully be combined with other process tools.
Visitors to the Imperial Gardens in
Tokyo get to see an ingenious Kanban
system. The museum staff use a straightforward yet foolproof method for keeping track of how many people are in the
palace grounds at any one time.
Entry to the palace is free of charge,
but every visitor is given a plastic tile
which has to be handed back on the
way out. When there are no more
plastic tiles available the staff know
that the visitor quota is full. New visitors then have to stand in line and
wait, or, alternatively, staff can fetch
badges from any of the other palace
entrances where there may be more
tiles than are needed for the moment.

Three basic principles

The word Kanban means ‘signboard,
billboard’. In the Lean world, Kanban
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means a signalling system that triggers
action. It can be sticky notes, flags, colored balls, etc., signalling, for instance,
that stocks are running low. Simplicity
is crucial: Kanban systems must never
be too complex, and should not use
electronics, computers or anything that
requires power and support.
Kanban is based on three principles:
• Visibility

The theory is that flows can only be
controlled and improved when they
are clearly visible. In a production
environment, the flow is often most
evident to the person looking out
over the factory floor, so here signals
such as flags can be placed physically
in appropriate places. In a development environment, on the other

”Visitors to the Imperial Gardens
in Tokyo get to see an ingenious
Kanban system.”
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A few words on Kanban
and Scrum from Henrik
Kniberg – the author of
“Scrum and XP from the
Trenches”
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tokyo subway
Lean Magazine:  What would
you say can be the benefit for an
organization already using Scrum, to
introduce Kanban as well?
It’s apparent that no Kanban system was used during this
crowded festival at Thunder Gates, Asakusa, Tokyo.

>>

hand, the abstract processes have to be made visible
in some way – for example through the establishment of a Kanban board.

• Pull

A pull principle should apply throughout the process – stations located downstream must demand
action from those situated further up the production line. This makes it possible to regulate the
flow so that each station receives as much work as
it can handle.

• Theory of constraints

All processes contain bottlenecks. Only here should
efforts be made to optimize the flow.

When putting the principles into practice the challenge is therefore:
1. to visualize, no matter whether the work is physical
or intellectual.
2. to limit the amount of work in progress, so as to
maintain the flow and help staff to focus on one
thing at a time.
3. to measure lead times in order to detect bottlenecks.
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Many benefits - few problems

Kanban is a process tool that can help development
organizations in their work, whether or not they
work with Scrum:
• Less stress, better focus.

Visualization and flow control spread the workload
out more evenly, reducing work “sprawl”.

• Improved participation.

It is basic psychology: what we can see and touch
encourages greater interest and involvement.

Henrik Kniberg: The main benefit is that knowledge of Kanban will
expand their options.
Initially Kanban can be used in addition to Scrum. For example:
Visualize the whole value stream
by “stretching” the Scrum Board so
it includes the stuff that happens
upstream (for example getting backlog items to a ready-ready state)
and what happens downstream (for
example deploying to production).
This often leads to insights such as
“Hey, look, we [the scrum team] are

not the bottleneck, all the stuff we
call “done” is really just piling up in
front of the operations team”. Sometimes the bottleneck is upstream,
for example the Product Owner
is having trouble getting backlog
items ready for a sprint. Visualizing
the whole value stream increases
collaboration and decreases the risk
of suboptimization.
Combining normal sprint work with
more reactive work such as support
and urgent maintenance issues
(often referred to as “unplanned
items” in Scrum teams). Kanban
can be used to allow the team to be
more responsive than “please put
your request in the product backlog
and we might get to it next sprint”.
Work In Progress-limits within the
sprint, for example a team may
decide that they should have at most
two stories in progress at a time.
Some organizations successfully
use Scrum to systematically identify

and eliminate the biggest sources
of waste, and after a few years
reach a point where Scrum itself
remains as the biggest source of
waste. So they remove the wasteful
parts and evolve into a ScrumKanban hybrid. This matches the
Shu-Ha-Ri progression, they have
now moved from Shu (follow the
rules) to Ha (change the rules). This
isn’t a failure mode of Scrum, it is a
success mode. Scrum made itself
redundant, just a like a good manager or Scrum Master should strive
to make himself redundant.

• Developed working methods.

Kanban helps identify constraints in the process,
enabling the organization to better utilise its resources to resolve the underlying issue.

Kanban & Scrum
Q : Can Kanban and Scrum be combined?

• Improved internal communication.

For both management and customers it’s easy to see
a project’s status, without having to barge in and
disrupt the group’s work.

The Book “Kanban - succesful evolutionary change
for your technology business” by David Anderson,
is a practical guide for how to start using Kanban,
and how to adapt the system for advanced needs.
The book can be ordered from David Anderson’s site:
http://bit.ly/9omdkw.

A : Yes! They are both process tools, and there’s nothing preventing them from being combined. There
are many groups who have created their own
Scrum flavor by seasoning it with Kanban.
Q : Kanban is a reactive principle. Doesn’t this mean
that you are constantly being interrupted by problems that suddenly emerge?

A: This is a good question. Many who work with
Scrum believe Kanban can interfere with the
rhythm of their work in cases where “emergency
call-outs” are constantly having to be made. The
point is that Kanban can make it easier to identify,
manage and – not least – eliminate this type of
interference.
Kanban is of course best used where it can provide the greatest benefit. For this reason, it would
probably be more useful to a support center than
to a pure development department.
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“We have 12,000 stories in our product backlog. How can we best groom it?”,
I was recently asked. Trying to deal with a huge product backlog is more common than we would like to think. Many product backlogs are too long, detailed and complex. This is in stark contrast to what the product backlog
should be: a simple artefact listing the outstanding work to bring the product to life. It’s time to put any over-weight product backlog on a diet making it
lean and concise.

Think Lean

Lean thinking aims to create a smooth,
levelled flow of work by removing
waste, minimising variation and avoiding overburden. Waste includes inventory and work-in-progress, defects,
delays, and unused employee creativity. Examples of variation are frequent
changes to the team and varying release cycles. Overburden occurs when
people and resources cannot cope with
the workload placed on them. If we
want a lean product backlog, then it
should contain as little waste and variation, and cause as little overburden as
possible.
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Eliminate Waste

Waste consumes valuable resources
and makes it harder to focus on what’s
important. To remove waste in the
product backlog, reduce the inventory
the backlog holds, avoid overproduction and minimise defects, handoffs
and wasted creativity, as I explain in
more detail below.
Reduce the inventory: Minimise
the amount of detailed product backlog items and only include items in
the backlog that are essential for creating a successful product. Ensure
that just-enough high-priority items
are detailed just in time for the next

>>
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✏ By Roman Pichler, Pichler Consulting

sprint planning meeting. As a conthe team members and stakeholders.
sequence, product backlog items are
Jointly prioritising the product backprogressively decomposed and refined
log ensures that technical risks and
– from sprint to sprint. Lower-priority dependencies are accounted for. Probitems stay coarse-grained and sketchy
lems consequently surface early, which
until their priority changes.
allows us to prevent defects at a later
Avoid overproduction – providstage of the project.
ing more functionality than users
and customer need. Focus on the
Limit Undesirable Variation
minimum functionality necessary to
Not all variation in the product backbring the product to life, and only
log is wrong. The size of the product
list truly valuable
backlog items
items in the back- Focus on the minishould vary aclog. Remove all
cording to their
mum functionality
other items from
priority, for inthe product back- necessary to bring the stance. But unproduct to life, and
log. This keeps
necessary variathe product back- only list truly valuable tion, also called
log concise and
items in the backlog. unevenness, prethe Scrum team
vents a smooth
focused. If the item
flow of work. Try
becomes important for a future verthe following to minimise variation in
sion, it will re-emerge.
the product backlog:
Minimise defects, handoffs and
Standardise the techniques for
unused creativity by involving the
describing product backlog items.
team members and the stakeholdChoose user stories to capture funcers in grooming the product backtional requirements and operationlog. Jointly discovering and describing al qualities such as performance and
product backlog items avoids handrobustness requirements, for instance.
ing off requirements to the team. It
Agree on a common way to describe
ensures clarity of the requirements
usability requirements such as sketchthereby reducing defects; and it leveres, wire-frames or mock-ups.
ages the creativity and knowledge of
Use a sprint goal. The sprint
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• Keep your product backlog lean and concise. Focus on the minimal marketable product. Minimise the amount of detailed items
and have the courage to start with a sketchy product backlog.
• Involve the team as well as users, customers and other stakeholders in grooming the product backlog to prevent defects and
handoffs.
• Prevent overburden and overproduction by allowing the product
backlog to evolve based on customer and user feedback.
• Minimise undesirable variation in the product backlog. Choose
a sprint goal and strive to use high priority items that are small
and similar in size.

Agile Product Management with Scrum
Find out more about working with the product backlog effectively in Roman’s book Agile Product Management with Scrum:
Creating Products that Customers Love. The book is the product
owner’s guide to creating successful products with Scrum; it
discusses the product owner role together with
essential product owner practises including
envisioning the product, grooming the product
backlog, and planning the release.

>>

goal summarizes the desired
outcome of the sprint, and
moves the Scrum team a step closer
toward the release of the product. A
shared sprint goal ensures that everyone is working toward a common
goal. It minimises variation by limiting the type of requirements worked
on in a given sprint, for instance, by
choosing items from the same theme.
This facilitates close teamwork and
can increase velocity.
Ensure that the high-priority items
have roughly the same size and favour
small items – items that can be transformed into a part of the product increment within a few days. This reduces
variation, improves the progress tracking within the sprint, and prevents
defects by allowing the product owner
to provide just-in-time feedback on the
work results. Note that this approach
works best when the team uses agile
development practices including storydriven development.
Create a steady cadence by using
fixed-length releases. Timebox your
projects: Identify the window of opportunity based on the product vision
and the product backlog, and freeze
the release date. Take Salesforce.com,
a leading provider of on-demand customer relationship management services. The company releases a product
update every four months. As a con-

sequence, Salesforce.com experienced
an amazing increase in the number
of features delivered while drastically reducing its lead-time for new
functionality. Note that a fast, steady
cadence supports other measures
including minimising the inventory in
the product backlog.

changing requirements as a competitive advantage and leverage the
feedback together with the project
progress to decide which functionality is implemented. Encourage the
team to pull only as many items into
the sprint as they can transform into
a product increment in a sustainable
way. Ensure that the high-priority
Prevent Overburden
items are ready: They should be clear,
As long as people work crazy hours,
testable and feasible. This avoids that
and as long as projects and teams are
the team overlooks tasks and pulls
overwhelmed by
too much work into
Identify the window the sprint. And last
the amount of
work, the removal of opportunity based but not least, make
of waste and variaitems
on the product vision high-priority
tion is ineffective.
small. This allows
and the product
Waste and variathe team to optition are likely to
mise its work utilibacklog, and freeze
creep back in un- the release date.
sation. It also avoids
less we limit the
the danger of missamount of work to the capacity and
ing tasks – which is a common issue
capabilities of the organization. Let’s
with large stories.
assume we try to eliminate defects but
the project still suffers from overburSummary
den. Chances are that quality probKeep your backlog simple, concise
lems reappear since the project memand lean. Focus on the items that are
bers still feel pressured and are overessential for bringing the product
worked. In fact, overburden is a major
to life. Be courageous and ruthlessly weed out all other items. This will
source of waste including work-inmake your product backlog lean and
progress, waiting and delays, taskincrease the likelihood to develop a
switching, and defects.
successful product.
To eliminate overburden, let the
product backlog evolve based on
customer and user feedback. View

Roman Pichler
Roman Pichler is a leading
Scrum and agile product
management expert. He
is the author of two influential books including Agile Product Management
with Scrum: Creating
Products that Customers
Love. Roman has nearly
ten years experience in
helping companies transition to agile, and he has
guided Scrum roll-outs in
several companies.
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FLOW
into your
Product

Development
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✏ By Ingemar Andreasson, Softhouse
As an expert on the management of
product development for more than
two decades, Don Reinertsen is famous for bringing ”fresh perspectives
and quantitative rigour” to the subject.
Here, he shares some of his thoughts
on product development with Softhouse’s Ingemar Andreasson.
The title of Don Reinertsens latest book
is “The Principles of Product Development Flow – The Principles of Second Generation Lean Product Development”. In the book, the terms “first

generation” and “second generation”
are used to highlight an evolving understanding of how lean methods can be
applied in product development.
• First generation approaches started
with the ideas of lean manufacturing and peaked at Toyota’s application of these ideas in its product development system. However,
ideas that work with the repetitive,
low-variability work of manufacturing are often not suited to fast moving markets that rely on innovation.
For example, first generation thinking strives to eliminate as much
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Getting
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variability as possible with the
unpleasant side effect eliminating
innovation. The need for innovation
demands that we learn to function
well in the presence of variability.

• Second generation approaches use
Toyota as a starting point and incorporate advanced methods from many
other domains. These include ideas
from economics, queueing theory,
statistics, telecommunication network
design, computer operating systems,
control engineering, and maneuver warfare. More advanced ideas are
needed because the domain of product development is intrinsically less
repetitive and more variable than
manufacturing. As a result, you have
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to look to domains that have learned
to achieve flow in the presence of
variability – not domains that achieve
flow by eliminating variability. It is
simply too limiting to assume that
reducing variability is the only possible solution.

A science-based approach

“Of course this makes second generation ideas more intellectually challenging,” says Reinertsen. “First generation
thinking was very empirical and “faithbased”. We were told, ‘Trust us, if this
method works for Toyota in the automotive business it applies everywhere.
Don’t worry about why it works. Only
non-believers ask questions.’ Second
generation thinking is more science-

based. It emphasizes the need to understand the mechanism of action behind
methods. It emphasizes the quantification that is required to make tradeoffs
between multiple important objectives.”
Reinertsen gives a simple example:
First generation thinking treats the optimality of “one-piece flow” as an article
of faith. In contrast, second generation
thinking treats batch size as an economic tradeoff between holding cost and
transaction cost. It uses larger batch sizes
when transaction costs are high, and
smaller batch sizes when they are lower. It
understands the quantitative relationship
between transaction cost and batch size
and uses reduction of transaction costs as
a way of enabling lower batch sizes.
“We see such thinking in software
development where test process automation has driven down the transaction cost of testing and thereby enabled
much smaller batch sizes,” says Reinartsen.

Queues need to be managed

Reinertsen often stresses the role of
queues in product development. Like

manufacturing, product development
has work-in-process inventory. Most of
this inventory is work products sitting
idle in queues.
“It is hard to over-emphasize the
importance of these queues,” Reinertsen
says. “These queues are typically unmeasured and unmanaged – 98 percent of
product developers do not know the size
of the queues in their development processes. This should not really surprise us
because inventory in product development is not physical objects, but information – information that is invisible
both physically and financially.”
Why then do we have large queues
in product development? According to
Reinertsen, we only need to understand
a little queueing theory to see that the
answer is obvious. When a process with
variability is loaded to high levels of utilization our work products will spend
most of their cycle time waiting in
queue. The higher we load our resour
ces the slower our cycle time becomes.
“Where do we load our processes
today? Typically above 98 percent utilization! It should be

>>

Don Reinertsen
Don Reinertsen’s latest
book “The
principles
of Product
Development Flow” describes the
main aspects of Second
Generation Lean Product
Development. Drawing
upon ideas from telecommunications networks,
transportation systems,
computer operating systems and military doctrine
he combines a lucid
explanation of the science
behind
flow with a
rich set of
practical approaches.
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– How to avoid
throwing out
Innovation with
the wastewater

with the repetitive, low-variability work of manu
facturing are
often not suited to
fast moving markets that rely on
innovation”

no surprise that we have queues,”
Reinertsen says. “These queues
increase cycle time and overhead.
They hurt quality by delaying feedback.
They demotivate our workers. How do
we reduce them? It starts by measuring
them and quantifying their cost. Then,
we can look at actions we can take to
shrink the queues and compare the cost
of these actions to their benefits.”
How then would Reinertsen recommend that a company start introducing
lean methods in product development?
“I always start by developing an under-

>>

standing of the economics, identifying the queues, and then determining
their costs,” he says. “However, there
are actually many places a company can
start. Some companies start by reducing
batch sizes in their processes, others by
making work-in-process inventory visible with visual control boards, and others by implementing WIP constraints.
In general it helps to pick something
that is causing pain and to produce
meaningful results quickly. This generates energy that can be harnessed to
make broader changes.”

✏ By
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Understanding economics
In his books and lectures, Reinertsen often points out that a thorough
“understanding of your economics”
is crucial for anyone trying to optimize the product development processes in their organization.
“All product development activities
attempt to simultaneously satisfy
multiple competing performance
objectives. We have product
performance goals, schedules, and
development budgets. We cannot
maximize all of these measures of
performance at the same time, so
we trade performance in one area
for performance in another area.
How do we do this today? We use
our intuition, and our intuition is terrible. If you ask people working on
the same project to independently
estimate the cost of delay on their
project and you will get answers that
differ by 50 to 1.
To make better decisions we need
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to express all our objectives in the
same unit of measure. We normally
use life cycle profit impact as this
measure. Let’s say that adding a new
feature would delay the project by 2
weeks. If we know that cycle time
is work € 100,000 per week then
we should only add the feature if it
will produce more than € 200,000 of
extra profit. This may seem quite basic but today 85 percent of product
developers do not know the cost of
delay for the projects that they are
working on.

Taking control in a changing
environment
Quantification is the foundation of
any science-based approach. When
we try to optimize our processes we
always encounter situations where
some measures of performance
improve as others get worse. Overall
performance is a U-curve function.

We can only deal with these problems with the aid of quantification.
Moreover, by quantifying tradeoffs
we can rationally adjust our tradeoffs
as our economic context changes.
This transparent logical relationship
between our choices and our environment is critical in a world where
the environment constantly changes.
Finally, grounding our choices on
economics is key to gaining the support of management. Management
has the legal duty to pay attention
to the economic consequences of
its choices. Management always
has surplus of good ideas to spend
money on. When we package our
choices within an economic framework we enable management to
choose between these ideas quickly
and correctly. When we use qualitative and “faith-based” arguments we
make it much harder for management to support us.”

An Agile Contract
model based on

Trouble Tickets
SOFTHOUSE | LEAN MAGAZINE
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promoting the ideas around payment
for actual deliverables rather than
spent hours. About a year ago – in
the summer of 2009 – one customer
where we practice agile work methods
had reached a point where consultant
head-count was becoming an issue to
top management. It was a splendid opportunity to demonstrate the power of
the agile contract model.
The work to transfer to the new
business model started in the Design
Maintenance area where the key deliverable was identified as a “finished
trouble ticket”, something that was
dealt with in such a quantity and with
a small enough average work effort to
be able to set a common price tag on.

Finetuning the process

During Q3 2009 the process was finetuned in respect of the needed set of
rules and measurement points. For
example, if a
trouble ticket is reopened it can’t
be counted
again when it’s
closed a second time.
In this respect the model is
fair and self adjusting: “Do
a sloppy job and you have
to work extra for free”.
Due to an existing Service Level
Agreement the average lead time was
also defined as an important performance indicator.
The resulting business model sets a
goal on the number of trouble tick20

the agreement period. If the number
of finished trouble tickets falls below
or exceeds that number by a certain
amount, a penalty or bonus will be the
result. Also the Service Level Agreement
part will have a penalty or bonus effect.

How it works in practice

During Q4 2009 measurements were
made for a full quarter, to use as input for an agreement for Q1 2010. As
a result, the “cost” for an average trouble ticket was calculated to 49 hours.
This was used for a dry run during Q1
2010 under “realistic circumstances”.
For Q2 2010 the first sharp agreement
was set up. No safety net, payment per
trouble ticket with set penalty and bonus levels. The new business model
was launched.
Still, this kind of agreement had
not been possible without the healthy
level of trust that exists between Softhouse and
its customer.
Both parties
have to keep in
mind what is the
key purpose with
the new set-up: It’s not
in any way to squeeze
money out of the other
party. It’s all about promoting an
efficient way of working where focus
on head-count is
dropped to the
benefit of flexibility in the

working teams. This flexibility means
that also under an existing agreement
the target number of trouble tickets can be revised
for example if the
customer has a larger inflow than expected and Softhouse has the capacity to meet this.
It also means that if a prioritized task
appears, it can be estimated and translated into a number of “trouble ticket equivalents” to be covered by the
existing agreement.
During the time Softhouse has been
working according to the model, the
average time for finishing trouble tickets has gone from 49 hours to 45 hours,
and we have thus been able to lower the
price per ticket for the new agreement
period. So, from a pure cost perspective
the new business model is also proving
very positive for the customer.

Agile contracts in practice
The basic idea of an Agile contract is that the agile way
of working should also be reflected on the contractual
level between a customer company and its software
supplier. Some people think that it is simply to change
from contracts based on “Fixed Price-Fixed Scope”
to “Time-and-Material”. However, this is not usually
acceptable for the customer company, since they want
some kind of structure to be able to follow up the performance, and see to that things don’t get out of hand.
There have been ideas about agreeing on a price for

delivered Story Points and other similar models, but
few have been able to make this work in practice.
In the last year Softhouse has developed an agile
contract model for maintenance projects which was
evaluated at the beginning of 2010, and is now in full
operation with one customer. One great advantage with
this model is that it allows the stakeholders to follow up
the execution of the maintenance activity – leading to
continuous improvement of the performance (Kaizen).
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”It’s all about promoting
an efficient way of working
where focus on headcount
is dropped to the benefit of
flexibility in the working
teams.” For several years, Softhouse has been ets that the team shall finish during
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By Thomas Lundström,
Softhouse

Schneider Electric is a
global provider of energy
management services
with offices in more
than 100 countries and
headquarters in Paris,
France.

When Schneider Electric Buildings was facing the challenge of building their
next generation product portfolio, they realized that they needed a partner
sharing their agile values and bringing in knowledge in developing solid web
solutions. As always, there was also need for reduced cost and increased productivity. Using Softhouse as a partner turned out to be the right choice.

Step by step approach

Initially, a Scrum Team was created at
Schneider which focused on fast delivery. Other Lean and Agile principles
were then introduced gradually. Hence,
the partnership with Schneider was
formed step by step.
”We believe that a step by step
approach is one of the success factors,” says Niklas Landin, Business
Unit Manager at Softhouse. “We
can’t expect our customers to give us
full trust at the start of a new contract, and we can’t expect our customers to change their way of interacting
with a new sub-contractor from day
one. It takes time to build trust and to
change behaviour.”

Build quality in

To build quality in right from the
start, cooperation was based upon
four ingredients:
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1. Constant dialogue

A first ingredient, in our approach to
build quality in, is to have constant dialogue between the team and the Product Owner, where the team helps the
Product Owner break down larger requirements to user stories, detail user
stories, and define acceptance criteria
for user stories. This is done in a justin-time manner, the current top priority user stories are worked with to be in
good shape for the coming iteration.
2. Test Driven Development

A second ingredient is that the team
works with Test Driven Development
(TDD). When the team breaks down
user stories to coding tasks, they also
write automated unit tests to cover all
the acceptance criteria. When relevant,
the team also writes automated integration tests to verify the acceptance
criteria.

Like a benign pandemic a new lean movement is spreading
over the world. From its epicentre in Silicon Valley it has since
its start in 2009 established interest groups in 27 cities and 9
countries with more than 3,500 members. The movement is
called “Lean Startup” and was ignited by Eric Ries, 31, an agilist,
entrepreneur and blogger. Ries has said that he wanted to apply
the manufacturing industry’s lean methodology of measuring
value and waste to software startups. “The challenge for an
entrepreneur is how to make do with less or how to get more
learning for each dollar spent,” he says in an interview. You can
easily see the lively activities of this movement by searching for
#leanstartup on Twitter, check out Eric Ries’s blog:
www.startuplessonslearned.com
or follow him on Twitter: twitter.com/ericries.

4. Team responsibility

The fourth ingredient is that the team
takes full responsibility both for developing new requirements as well as
maintaining the version in production.
These four ingredients have given
the expected effects. The team puts
focus on quality, and do not allow
defects to pass through.
“We continuously report the number of defects found in each project
to management, and this project is
always at the bottom of the list,” says
Ulf Magnusson, product owner at
Schneider Electric.
”Last period, they had only three
small defects found during system
test, which is a lot less than the average project. We’re pretty impressed!”
The automated tests increase productivity, not only due to few defects
found at later stages, but also very
much when used for regression testing.
The automated tests have also proved
very useful as a way of quickly teaching
new developers the system. In addition,
the continuous dialogue and involvement from the Product Owner and
test department increases productivity
by avoiding misunderstandings and
defects to pass through.
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– Lean principles successful at
Schneider Electric

A third ingredient is that the team involves testers from Schneider’s system
test department upfront to verify user
stories as soon as they are coded (rather then delivering a complete release at
the end of the project for system test).

Get out
of the
building!

Photo: Schneider Electric

Building Quality In

Look out
for the Lean
Startup
movement

3. Instant verification of user stories

The battle-cry when Lean
Startup companies develop Customers instead
of Products.
“Customer Development” is
the second main ingredient in the Lean Startup
movement apart from the
principles of Lean & Agile. It
is a methodology for startup
companies developed by
former entrepreneur Steve
Blank, 56,which he has
been teaching to students
at several universities in
the US. It is based on the
fact that most technology
startups don’t fail due to

lack of technology, but lack
of customers. “Get out of
the building” means that
the engineers in a startup
must go out and meet their
potential customers, find out
who they are, and what their
real need is.
Reading: Steve Blank’s
book from 2005 “The Four
Steps to the Epiphany”:
http://amzn.to/stevenblank.
E-guide published 2010 by
Brant Cooper and Patrick
Vlaskovits: “The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Customer
Development”
http://www.custdev.com/
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When I was growing up in middle-class Sweden in
By working together we learn from each other.
the 1980s, the radio show Melodikrysset – which
There is a constant subtle transfer of knowledge that
roughly translates as Melody Quiz – was the sillienables us to begin to make tentative forays into
est thing I could imagine. Little did I suspect that
each others’ specialisms. But knowledge can only be
it would become the cornerstone of my family’s exshared in this way if everyone has a common ground
istence today. Or that I would be using it as a pedato stand on: a broad general education is not just an
gogical example when talking to
advantage – it is a necessity.
clients about successful developIt works best when we are all gathment teams.
ered around the kitchen table. It can
Melody Quiz has been broadbe difficult to assemble an active famcast on Swedish Radio – the
ily such as ours, but we have noticed
Swedish national public service
that our cooperation and perforradio – since 1965. It is a musicmance increase significantly when we
based game show in which music
are co-located. Trying to maintain
snippets provide clues to quescontact via telephone, text and e-mail
tions about everything under the
is definitely a poor substitute.
sun. The music covers the whole
I take my experiences from Melody
“I’m constantly struck by Quiz with me to work. I constantrange of styles, from Edith Piaf
the similarities between ly remind my clients that a developand Evert Taube to Lady Gaga
and Darin.
ment team needs to be cross-functhe way my family colWhen I first met my girlfriend, laborates and the way a tional and co-located. This gives the
I got Melody Quiz thrown in for
wellfunctioning develop- team the best conditions for success.
nothing. I can now admit to the
I myself have on several occasions
consternation I experienced the first ment team works.”
been successful in creating developfew times her family sat me down
ment teams that are cross-functional
at the kitchen table on a Saturday morning. Someone
and co-located. In every single case, the team’s prowould say, “Sshhh! It’s starting!” and the eyes of every- ductivity has increased and cycle time has decreased,
one at the table literally began to glow. Who can help
compared to previously. I have also noticed that these
but be swept along by such enthusiasm? In no time
teams tend to become more autonomous, which is
at all I was as hooked on Melody Quiz as everyone
extremely positive.
around me.
If your company does not already have cross-funcToday Melody Quiz is part of my weekly rhythm,
tional and co-located development teams, I urge you
and I’m constantly struck by the similarities between
to make a change. The cost is marginal compared to
the way my family collaborates and the way a wellthe potential gains.
functioning development team works. On a normal
And if you don’t already take part in Melody Quiz,
Saturday morning, there are 5 or 6 of us who are all
try it! You might learn a thing or two.
indispensable if we’re to solve the complex problems
confronting us. Each of us has a specialized area
Happy quizzing!
of expertise: grandma, for instance, at 88
years of age is a whiz at popular music from
Martin Persson is a senior consultant at
the first half of the 20th century, while my
Softhouse, specializing in lean and agile
mother-in-law knows everything about the
methods. He has previously worked as a
charts today. Together we make an unbeatconsultant at Sony Ericsson, Ericsson and
able cross-functional team with knowledge
Telenor, amongst others.
that spans time and space.

